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SECTION -A

There are FIVE questions in this section. Answer any FOUR.

1. (a) Determine ultimate moment capacity (Multimate)ofthe RCC beam section as shown in

Figure 1. Given, f: =4000 psi and fy =60000 psi. Is it a under-reinforced or over-

reinforced section?

(b) Determine the maXImum value of axial load "Pultimate"that the bearing-type

connection (see Figure 2) can transmit in tension. Bolts (A 325) are 7 18" in diameter in

standard holes and threads are excluded from shear planes. Follow AISC/LRFD method

and use ASTM A 36 steel. Consider tension failure of upper plate (i.e., plate '1') only

and no need to consider failure of gusset plate.

2. (a) It is needed to transmit dead load of 40 kip and live load of 60 kip by a steel

connection. Determine the fillet weld length (L1 and L2) required on the two sides of the

angle to connect it with gusset plate (see Figure 3). Follow AISC/LRFD method and use

E60XX electrode.

(13)

(l3~)

(13)

-;<:".

------

Table 1: Minimum size of fillet weld
Minimum fillet weld size Maximum thickness of part

inch inch
2/16 . To Y4 inclusive----- ---- --.-..-..----3T1--6 --.--.----.- ..- -.. ---.----------- -6ve-r~.-to..~----_.-.__._-----

~: .. . - 4I16- -.- - - 6ver-~.to..% ~ - - ..
. - -- 6H6..---.- -.--.--.- -.- -.Over.y,;.to.1 ~ -._ .._._ ..-
.....- 318- --.-.-- - -Over..1.\h..to ..2K- -- - .

-================~========~=======~~-
Table 2: Minimum sizE;.of fille.tweld

Maximum fillet weld size Minimum thickness of part
inch inch

Thickness of material Less than Y4 inch...-fhTcInes.so(.matenai-.,::-1Ti6-.Tii.ch.--...--.-...-~ ..Inai-&-ove.r-~.Tnch.---.

(b) Determine the size of the strip type combined footing for the three columns in a row

as shown in Figure 4. "Property line" is located at 4.50 feet from the centerline of

columns. Given, soil allowable bearing capacity (qaIlowable)= 3.75 ksf. Column loads are

given in figure. Draw a neat sketch of final size.

Contd P12
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3. (a) Select a W12 shape as a steel column (length = 12 feet) to support an axial dead load

of 100 kip and live load of 200 kip. Support conditions about X-axis and Y-axis

buckling are shown in Figure 5. (13)

- ~.(Jer - 0.658 Fy, when, 0 SAC S 1.5

when, AC ~ 1.5
0.877

(Jer =-2-Fy;
AC

Properties ofW12 sections are attached at the end. Follow AISC/LRFD method and use

ASTM A 36 steel.

(b) A double angle section (2L 4 x 3x ~, long leg back-to-back, back-to-back distance
8

= 0 inch) is selected as a steel column (length = 10 feet). Support conditions about X-

axis and Y-axis buckling are shown in Figure 6. Determine axial load carrying capacity

(Pcrippling)of the column. (13 ~)

when, 0 S AC S 1.5

when, AC ~ 1.5
0.877

(Jer =-2-Fy;
AC

Properties of 2L sections are attached at the end. Follow AISC/LRFD method and use

ASTMA36 steel.

4. (a) Determine shape factor of the inverted T-section (see Figure 7). Consider bending

about horizontal axis. Use ASTM A 36 steel.

(b) Determine allowable moment capacity (Mallowable)of the RCC beam section as

shown in Figure 8. Given, f; =4000 psi and fy = 60000 psi.

5. (a) Determine concrete stresses at top and bottom fiber at support section of the

cantilever pre-stressed concrete beam as shown in Figure 9 due to the following loading

condition.

effective pressure + self-weight + dead load + live load

Draw stress distribution at this loading stage. Also, determine the cracking moment.

Given, initial prestress (fsi) = 100 ksi, prestressing steel (Asp) = 3 inch2 (total) and

assume pre-stressing loss = 15%. Location of centroid (c.g.c) = 8.9615 inch (from top

fiber) and = 12.0385 inch (from bottom fiber). Moment of inertia = 10406.28 inch4•

(b) Determine plastic moment capacity of a circular section of 10 inch diameter'. Also,

determine plastic moment capacity of a square section having each side of 10 inch. Use

ASTM A 36 steel.

Contd P/3
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SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

6. (a) Design a simply supported rectangular beam with a span of 20 ft that is to carry a

unfactored dead load of 1.8 kip/ft and a live load of 2.0 kip/ft. Material strengths are:

I; = 3500 psi and Iy = 60,000 psi. Follow USD method. (17)

(b) From architectural considerations, if the size of the beam is restricted to 12" width

and 14" total depth; determine the flexural reinforcement for the beam including

compression steel if necessary. Assume d' = 2.5" and d = 11.5" . Given: I; = 3500 psi,

Iy = 60,000 psi. (18)

7. (a) A floor system consists of a 3.0 inch slab supported by continuous T-beams with 30

ft span, 50 inch on centres. Web dimensions as determined by negative moment

requirement at the support area is bw = 12" and d = 24". What tensile area is required at

midspan to resist a factored moment Mu of 700 kip- ft; if Iy = 60 ksi and I; = 3 ksi? (17)

(b) Design the stirrups for the beam shown in Fig. 10. Use I; =3.5 ksi; Iy = 60 ksi.

Calculate stirrups with 3 sets of spacing. Show the stirrups in a neat sketch. (18)

8. (a) Design a tied column with about 2% reinforcement to support service dead load 400

kip and live load 300 kip. Due to architectural reason, one side of the column is to be

12". Also design tie. Use USD. I; =4 ksi and Iy =60 ksi. (17)

(b) An interior column carries total service loads: DL = 400 kip and LL = 250 kip. The

column is 20" x 20" and is supported on a square footing with the bottom 5 ft below

grade. Design the footing and show the reinforcements with neat sketches. The

allowable soil bearing pressure is 3500 psf. Use I; =3.6 ksi and Iy = 60 ksi in design. (18)

9. (a) Describe with neat sketches five reinforced concrete floor systems commonly used

in Bangladesh. (10)

(b) Why temperature and shrinkage reinforcements are required in one-way slab? (5)

(c) A reinforced concrete continuous one-way slab is built integrally with its supports

and consists of two equal spans, each with a clear span of 16 ft. the service live load on

the slab is 100 psf, superimposed dead load of 60 psf in addition to its self-weight.

Design the slab by USD and show the reinforcements with neat sketches. (20)

Given: I; = 3 ksi and Iy = 40 ksi.
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Area Depth Web Flange Nominal Axis X - X Axis Y - Y

Thickness Width Thickness weight per
Designation (A) (d) (t ) (b

f
) (t

f
) foot

I S r I S r
,', w

---------1--- -~----------- ----------------- ------------- ------------------ - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - - -- ----------"r--- ----------J--- -------------- ----------4--- ----------3---- ----_.--------

inch inch inch inch inch lb. inch inch inch inch inch inch

W 12x96 28.2 12.71 0.550 12.160 0.900 96 833 131 5.44 270 44.4 3.09
"'" .~_.. -_.--_ ....-•...._-_ ...~..•.. _. ___ ._. ____ ._. __ • ___ M ••• ---_ .._ .•_ ....-.._ ...__ . .._ ..__ .._ ..._----_ .._ ...._ ..-_ ..._ .._ ....•._._-_ ....__ ._..... ._._-_.-. __ ._ ..__ ._--- .__ .._.__ ._ ....._-_._ ....._._--_ .._ ...... - -_ ...._---- .._-_ ..._ ..__ .. ..._ .. _._ ..._._._ ..__ ..__ ........ - .....__ .._-_ ...._.- ...._. __ ....- ...-.._--_ .._ .._._ ....__ . --_._ .._--_. __.~._-_._----_ ....._._.-

W 12x87 25.6 12.53 0.515 12.125 0.810 87 740 118 5.38 241 39.7 3.07
.- _. ~_.---_ .•....-,-_ .._ ..•..._._._ .._~~....__ ....._.__ .._.__ .-.__ ... ._--_ .._.__ .._ .._-- ..._---_ .._--_._ ..._ ... ._-_ ..••..__ ...._ ......._. __ .... .._-_._ .......--_ .._._ ...__ ._- _._._._-_ ...•_-_ ...._._-_ ......... ---_ .._-----_._ ..._-_ ..__ .. .__ ......---_ ...._._ .._._-- ._ .....__ ._._ ..-_ .._ ..-f--....------......----- -_ ......_.-_._-----_. __ . --_ ...__ ..._-_.

W ]2x79 23.2 12.38 0.470 12.080 0.735 79 662 107 5.34 216 35.8 3.05
.-_._._~_ ..•......~...~.... _.~......_._ ... ._.~._.......•_ ..._._- ._-_ ..__ .....- .._ ...__ ._ ..._.__ ._-_ .._--_ ... .._-_._._ ....._.__ . ._-------_ .. _ ...- _._-----~-_._.__._ ....... ._---_._ ........_._ ...__ . _.__ ...•..•_ .._._ .._.__ .._ ......- f----.--- ..--.---- _ ..._ ..._-_ ...__ .__ .._-_ . _ ......__ .__ .._-~._.--_._-_ ....

W 12x72 21.1 12.25 0.430 12.040 0.670 72 597 97.4 5.31 195 32.4 3.04
_ ..~_ •.._.__ .__ ._ .........._~..-.__ ..._. ...__ ._..--_ ... -_._ .._._ .._ .._- -_._~.._--_ .._--_ .._ ...._.- .._.-_ .._ ....._--_ ..--_. _._-- .. - ._---_ .._---_ ....._._--_ .. -_ ....._._ ..._--_ ...__ . -_ .._---_ .._~_._....-_._._----_ ..•.•..... _._. __ ..._-_._-_ ...- -_ ....-_ ..._-_ ....• ---"--"-

W ]2x65 19.1 12.12 0.390 12.000 0.605 65 533 87.9 5.28 . 174 29.1 3.02
_._. _ ..._---_._ ...•_ ...__ .~......__ ... .._----_._----_._. __ . ._-_.~-_.~..__ . ...........__ ...._-_ .........._-- ._----_._. __ ..._- .__ ..._--_._---- ---_._ .._.-_ .._._ .._-_ .. .__ ..---_ ....--_ .._. .._ ..._-_.__ .__ ....- _._---_ ......._ .._.- -_._-_ .._ ...-_._ ..... ._..._ .._---_.---_.-. _. __ ...._--

W 12x58 17.0 12.19 0.360 10.010 0.640 58 475 78.0 5.28 107 21.4 2.51
...__ ...-....._-_ ..-........ __ ..._ ..•.••..... _--_ .. .._---_ .._-_.- ..------_.- _ ......._--------- .._._-"--' --_ .._--_.__ ._._.- ----_. __ ........._._-_ ..._._ .._- --_ ..__ •...__ ..... --------_ ...- .__ ._.._ ..._-_ .._-_ ...... .._-_ ...__ .__ ..... ..__ .._----_ ....._ .. -_._--------

W 12x53 15.6 12.06 0.345 9.995 0.575 53 425 70.6 5.23 95.8 19.2 2.48
.._--_ .....~......._~......._---_._. __ . ....._--_ ..._.-.__ ._.. .._--_._-_._.- _ ...._-_ ..-.----- ,,--,--'--'--" ..._ .._ .._.__ .._.__ ..... _ ..._-_ .._---_._._-,.- ._-_ ..--_ ..._ .... _ ..._.__ .._ ... ._---_._-_ ......- ._ ...__ ._.._.__ ._ .. ._----_ ..._-_ .------

W 12x50 14.7 12.19 0.370 8.080 0.640 50 394 64.7 5.18 56.3 13.9 1.96
..._._---_ ...-......~...__ .~~......._-- ...._.__ ._-----_. .._---_._,-- .._~..__ ..._-_._ ...._._. ..__ ._-_._---_ .._-- -----_.__.- ----_ .._---- -----_._-_ .. _ .._ .._-_ ......---_ ... -_._-----_ ..... --------_. .._--~.__ ..._._. --_._-

W 12x45 13.2 12.06 0.335 8.045 0.575 45 350 . 58.1 5.15 50.0 12.4 1.94
_ .._.--_.- ......... -._._ ..-....__ .....-...._ ...__ . .._~~-_..__ .__ ._-- -_._._------ .._ .._--_ ....._-- ...__ .__ . .._ .._-_ ...._ ..__ ..._-- .._._-----_._-_ ..-_ ..._-_ ......-_.__ .._ ..._. _ .._ ....._ .._--_ .•..... ...__ ...._ .•.__ ......__ ....__ . ..._-_ ..._._----_ .. .__ .-_ ..__ ._--_ ..... .._-_._._._. __ ..._._-_ .. ---_ ..- .......... _-

W 12x40 11.8 11.94 0.295 8.005 0.515 40 310 51.9 5.13 '44.1 11.0 1.93
..-_.__ .__ ....... _ .._-_ ..-_ ..- ..... _.__ .._ ..._._._~_..- ._ ....._-_ ..~--_._-_._ ..--_ .._ .......__ ._._-_ ..-. ._ ....._._ ......~.._ .._.- _._--_ .....__ ._..._-_ .. ----_.-_._._._ ......._- ._-_ ..•.....__ ._ ......--_._. .._._ ..__ ......-_ ....._---_ .. _.__ .._ ..__ ._--- -_._._ ...---_ ...._.~.~.......__ ._--_ .._ ..._--_ ..... _.__ ._--_ ........_.

W 12x35 10.3 12.50 0.300 6.560 0.520 35 285 45.6 5.25 24.5 7.47 1.54
_ ..-_ ..._-_._ ..-_._-----_._ ..-.__ .._.- _ ...•_._._----- ---_ .._._ ..--- "--'''''---''-'--- ._.._----_ .._--- _._. ....._-_. ._-_ .._--~--_._._._._-_.. .._-_ ....__ .__ ._-_.- ._-_ ....__ ._-_ .. ...__ .._---_ . ..._--_._------ .._._--------- --_. __ .

W 12x30 8.79 12.34 0.260 6.520 0.440 30 238 38.6 5.21 20.3 6.24 1.52
...._ ...._ ...._ ..__ ...._ ...._._ ....._._-----_ ......... ._._._ ..__ ._.........__ ._.- _ ....... _ ..._-_._._--- ---_ ..-.__ ._-....._-_. __ ..- .__ .._ ..__ ._---_ .._ ..._.- ----_._. __ ._--_ .. ...__ ......-..._-_ ......._------ .._------_ ...• -_._-- -_._-_._-_.- .._._ ...__ ._ .... .-._'-'-'-'- .......-._ .._._ ..__ .__ .-----

\V 12x26 7.65 12.22 0.230 6.490 0.380 26 204 33.4 5.17 17.3 5.34 1.51
.. _ ..... ,.. _~ .. k._ .._ .._ .._ .._..... _. ___ ....... __ -_ .._--_ ..._----~.-.__ ..._-_ ....... _-_ .... ---_.__ .._--_ .._- -_._ ..-._------ _ ..-_._ ..._._--_. ---_ .._--_ ..-- ._ .._--_ .....__ .. ...._-_ ......_-_ .....__ .__ . ......_-_ ..._._._- .._---_ .._----_. __ . .._ .._-_ .._-_._- ---_._-_._-

W 12x22 6.48 12.31 0.260 4.030 0.425 22 156 25.4 4.91 4.66 2.31 0.847
... --...,.~._.__ .._ •....__ ...._ .._ ...-...__ ......-... -_ ......-.__ .-----_ .._. _.__ .._----- -_ ..-.__ ..._--- ...._._.-_ ...._._- 1--- .._._---_ ..._...- ._ ..--_._-_ ......- -----_ .._.__ ..--- ._._._.__._---_ ..._ .. _ .._ ...._._._ . .......__ .-..._ ...._-- .._._._----_ .._._--_ .. ---_ .._--_ ..._ ....

W 12x19 5.57 12.16 0.235 4.005 0.350 19 130 21.3 4.82 3.76 1.88 0.822
...- ..... _ ... -, ..__ ..._ ..__ .._-_ ..._ ..._.- ............ ._ .....-_._ ....•_-_ .._ .... --_._----.----_. . _ .._ ..__ .__ ._ ......._~_._._._._._---_ ..•.....__ .__ . .....__ ..._._ ..._--_ ..--- .._ .._-_ ..._---_ ..._ .._--_ .....- --_ .....-.._._ .._.- ...•__ ..._-----_ ......._ .._- ..._._-_ ......._-- ..•._--_ •..._ .._--_ ...._- ......-...._-_ ..__ ...__ .._.__ .... _ ..._-- ..-

W 12x16 4.71 11.99 0.220 3.990 0.265 16 103 17.1 4.67 2.82 1.41 0.773
........•..... -._---_ ..--_._ .............. _---_ .. _ ..........__ ._._._._- ---_ .........._~._---_... _ ..-._-_ .._ ..•..._-_._-_._-_._- ..__ ........_-_._ .._--_._ .._ ... ._--_ ...._-_ ........._.-_ .._._-- .._-_ ..._ ...._-_ ...__ .._--_ ...- _ .._------_ ...._-- ...__ ._-_ ....__ .._.-._.- ....._--_ .......--_ ..- ..........._--~..._ ...........- ._-_. __ ..._ .._ ...---'- -'--'--'--

W 12x14 4.16 11.91 0.200 3.970 0.225 14 88.6 14.9 4.62 2.36 1.19 0.753
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Two~~eQ~~~~ega~g~~s
long I~s backto back0 Properties

• Double Angles _ Two Unequal Leg Angles - Long Legs Back to Back_

i~!!~
x \ \ x
--7\ l~ 011, 3/811 & 3/411

Weight per Area x for Axis X- X Axis y- y

Designation foot of double of double (2) single
- Radii of Gyration

(2) angles angles __(~l~!?-g!~-
I S r y Back to Back of Angles, inch

--------------------_.---- _.-------~--------------- - - - - - - - - - - --- -2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -4 - - -- -----------3----- ----------------- ---------------- -------i)tr--.- - .- ---jiFY- ---- ----ji4-1(- ---

inch lb. inch inch inch inch inch inch

1 22.2 6.50 0.827 10.1 3.78 1.25 1.33 1.20 1.33

L 4x3x-

1.48

2 1--_.-'--'-"-"-
------

..._"~ ..__ ._._ ..•._-_._--_. __ .. .._-------_._--_ ..
._. ___ • __ M __ ._ •••• _____ ._ --_._ ..--_.- _._--_ .._-_. ._------ ----_ ..__._--- .._-_.__ .__ ._-_._.- _.-'-'---'--'

L 4X3x~ 17.0 4.97 0.782 7.93 2.92 1.26 1.28 1.18 1.31 1.45

8 1--_._.---_..- ..--
-_.__ .._-_._. __ . --_._ .._-_.-

._---_._-----_. __ ..._._- .._--------_._---_ ... ._.__ ._-~-~..._----
-------_ ..._-- ..._-------_ ..

--,---,,---'-'---'
-_.__ ._-~._--_.

5 14.4 4.18 0.759 6.76 2.47 1.27 1.26
L4x3x-

1.17 1.30 1.44

16
..•._._-_ ..--_._._-------_ ..

._-_.~.~-_.._-_ .._._-- _ ...---_ .._-_ ....-.-_ .. ._-----_._- -~..__ .._- .__ .--_._.-_._- --'-'-- ..._---~---_.. ---_._._---_.- .-_._---_._--_._---

1 11.6 3.38 0.736 5.54 2.00 1.28 1.24 1.16 1.29

L 4x3x-

1.43
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BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OF ,ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA

L-3/T-2 B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2013-2014

Sub : PLAN 345 (Transportation Policy and Planning)

Full Marks: 210 Time: 3 Hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

USE SEPARA TE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

SECTION -A,

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) "Trip assignment can be seen as an equilibrium model between the demand for travel

and the supply of transportation" - briefly describe the statement with necessary diagram. (5)
(b) Following table (Table 1) shows the information of several factors related with two

different modes in four different zones. Using the information provided in the table,

develop two different generalized cost equations for the modes. (4)
Table 1: Information of several factors on Train and Bus in zones i, ii, iii and iv

O-D pair AlT. AlB A2T A2B A3T A3B Proportion of trips

by Train (%)
, " 10 18 5 11 125 55 841-11

• 0 •• 16 33 8 5 125 85 761-111

, . 20 43 17 9 210 105 36I-IV

..... 7 18 8 12 125 55 8011-111

.. . 21 48 14 9 210 105 6511-1V

000 0 16 30 12 8 125 85 60111-1V

A IT= in vehicle travel time in minutes by train

A IB= in vehicle travel time in minutes by bus

A2T= excess time (walking plus waiting) in minutes by train

A2B= excess time (walking plus waiting) in minutes by bus

A3T= travel cost in BDT by train

A3B= travel cost in BDT by bus

(c) The values of in vehicle time are eight (8) Bangladesh Taka (BDT) per minute for

train and six (6) BDT per minute for bus and the values of excess time are 14 BDT per

minute for train and 10 BDT per minute for bus. Calculate the perceived generalized

costs for train and for bus, respectively. (9)

(d) Draw a logit curve in the graph paper for the information provided in the above table. (12)

(e) An improved bus service is to be introduced on the roads linking zone i and ii which

will reduce the in vehicle travel time for bus in that zone by 5 minutes. Estimate the

impact on modal split by using logit curve derived in previous segment.

Contd P/2
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2. (a) Describe the three important steps of model building: model specification, calibration

and validation.

(b) A survey result of 2010 in the Dhanmondi area collected the information of the

average number of trips per week made by households and the percentage of households

in the survey and these data were disaggregated by car ownership and household size

(Table 2). Find out the average number of trips per household by using category analysis

method.

Table 2: Survey information on trip and percentage of households according to

their household size and car ownership in 2010

Car Owned by HH
No Car 1 Car 2+ Cars

%ofHH Trips %ofHH Trips %ofHH Trips

1 25 22 18 28 3 32
HH Size

2 20 50 12 75 3 90

3+ 5 100 10 130 4 150

(c) Another survey of 2015 shows that the percentage of households has changed

according to the information of table 3. Find out the new average number of trips per

(10)

(13)

households and interpret the results.

Table 3: Survey information on percentage of households according to their

households size and car ownership in 2015.

Car Owned by HH
No Car 1 Car 2+ Cars
%ofHH %ofHH %ofHH

1 15 23 8
HH Size

2 10 18 7

3+ 1 12 6

(8+4=12)

3. (a) What are the disadvantages of using a uniform growth factor during the estimation of

trip distribution?

(b) Table 4 shows the trip matrix for three zones X, Y and Z for 2015.

Table 4: Trip matrix for 2015

X Y Z

X 15 10 5

Y 12 15 7

Z 5 6 25

(5)

(27+3=30)

The estimation of the forecast origins and destination for 2025 for the above three zones

are given in Table 5:
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Table 5: Future origins and destination for 2025

Future Origins Future Destinations

X 55 42
y 40 40

2 60 68

Using the Furness methyod and the 2015 trip matrix, produce the trip matrix for 2025.

(Stop the iterations when all the aj and bj come between 0.95 - 1.05). Interpret the results

by comparing the trip matrix of2015 with the trip matrix of2025.

4. (a) Describe the concept of modal split through a simplified diversion curve.

(b) Describe the following relationships of traffic through appropriate diagrams:

(i) Relationship between flow and density

(ii) Relationship between speed and flow

(iii) Relationship between travel time and flow

(c) Consider the following AM peak work trip generation. models, estimated by

household linear regression:

Y = 0.01 + 2.3 XI + 1.1 21 + 4.1 22

where, Y = household trips to work in the morning peak

X I = the number of workers in the household

21 = a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 if the household has one car,

otherwise 0

22 = a dummy variable which takes the value of 1 if the household has two or more

cars, otherwise O.

If a zone has 1000 households, with an average of two workers per household, of which

50% have no cars, 35% have only one car and the rest have two or more cars, estimate

the total number of trips generated by the zone.

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

, (8)

(3x4=12)

(15)

5. (a) There are several fundamental myths and misconceptions regarding (urban) transport

planning and development. List out and describe them. (20)
(b) What is 'active transport'? Sequentially arrange different transport modes in our cities

with respect to active transport concept.

(c) Give an imaginary example of children, women, old and physically challenged

persons friendly urban transport system.

Contd P/4
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6. (a) "Mobility is not only about speed, frequency and modes; but is also about access,

appropriation and competence". Based on the statement describe the new (sociological)

concept of mobility. Also explain how can the new concept affect conventional transport

interventions.

(b) Explain the vicious cycle of 'predict and provide' in transport intervention.

(c) What is Bus Route franchising? Why it is important?

7. (a) "Decision makers often fail to understand the importance of rickshaws". Elaborate the

statement by identifying the direct and indirect roles and positive externalities of

rickshaws.

(b) "If negative externalities of private cars, are considered it will be the main enemy of

sustainable urban transport". Explain.

(c).Identify and put examples of impacts of land use on transport and impacts of transport

on land use.

8. (a) "Like many other countries, in Bangladesh transport policies and plans are inclined to

motorised transport and hostile against non-motorised transports". Explain the statement

with respect to appropriate examples.

(b) Metro rail may be the best mass public transport option. But BRT and buses are

thought to be the perfect and most effective options in the context of Dhaka. Do you

agree? Justify your answer.

(c) Give an hypothetical example of multi-modal and integrated urban transport system

with respect to our cities.

(12+6)

(10)

(4+3)

(10)

(10)

(7.5+7.5)

(15)

(10)

(10)
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1.

2.

(a) What are the major dimensions of rural development? Briefly explain about any two

of those dimensions with examples.

(b) Discuss the strategic measures stated in the Five Year Plans of Bangladesh regarding

the "Rural Development and Institutions" sector.

(c) What were the main features of Self Reliance Movement of 1975?

(a) Differentiate between Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) and Rapid Rural

Appraisal (RRA).

(b) "Integrated Rural Development Program (IRDP), 1972 was a replication and

expansion of Comilla experiment on rural development." - Explain the statement.

(c) Briefly explain the institutional mechanism of Comprehensive Village Development

Program (CVDP) adopted in the third Five Year Plan of Bangladesh. What are the

factors necessary for the success of such programs?

(d) State why Comprehensively Integrated Rural Development Model IS more

appropriate under socialist system?

(2+8=10)

(20)

(5)

(12)

(8)

(6+4=10)

(5)

3. (a) "The haor basin in north-eastern Bangladesh is one of the flood prone regions of the

country with hindered economic growth, limited access to livelihood opportunities and

lack of proper communication systems and social services. Therefore, an Integrated

Rural Development (IRD) program will be adopted for this region with an intension to

ensure access to basic services and sustainable livelihood opportunities." - Explain the

best suitable IRD model that can be adopted for such purpose. What types of activities

can be carried out under this program using that model? (5+10=15)
(b) What are the scopes of Integrated Rural Development (IRD) in the forestry and

fisheries sectors of Bangladesh? (7+8=15)
(c) Discuss the policies mentioned in the "National Rural Development Policy, 2001" to

ensure education for all in the rural areas of Bangladesh. (5)

4. (a) Discuss about the first program for comprehensive village development initiated during

the Pakistan Period. What were the main reasons behind the failure of the program. (6+6=12)
(b) What is the difference between land reform and agrarian reform? What are the

objectives ofland reform? (3+5=8)
Contd P12
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(c) "Suppose, a program will be undertaken to conduct a research on the eXlstmg
farming system of a particular village. The objective of the program is to recommend
some development strategies for that village regarding the improvement of agricultural
productivity, farmer's income, employment opportunities, poverty alleviation and

sustainable utilization of resources". - (15)
Name some primary data that will be required for this research. Also explain how those
data can be collected using various participatory techniques.

SECTION -B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) Take an example of a landless farmer. Explain what livelihood capitals slhe has. (15)
(b) With respect to the landless farmer, discuss with examples when herlhis livelihood

will be sustainable. (8)
(c) What are the implications of increased urban rural linkages for planning our urban

and rural areas? (12)

6. (a) Identify changes happening in our rural settlements. What problems are being

created due to these changes? (7+8=15)
(b) How the concept of Compact Township (CT) can help reduce some or many of the

problems stated above? What will be the other benefits of CTs? (6+6= 12)
(c) Define Growth Centre (GC) as per rural infrastructure strategy in Bangladesh. What

are the expected roles of GCs? (8)

7. (a) Why and how Bangladesh has one of the highest rural road densities in the world?

Explain with respect to different road types in Bangladesh. (10)
(b) Government has recently banned CNG three wheelers m several national and
regional highways. It has both positive and negative effects on the mobility of rural

people. Discuss these effects. What can be done to reduce the negative effects? (7+6=13)
(c) Why study of migration from rural areas in very important in urban and regional
planning and related policy making? How can the findings be helpful for the small and

medium towns? (8+4=12)

8. (a) Poverty is not only a matter of income - many other aspects are relevant to it. What

are these other aspects? (6)

(b) What are the basic differences between urban poverty and rural poverty? (5)

(c) What is Urban Functions for Rural Development (UFRD) approach? (6)
(c) If you are employed to plan the transport and land use components for an upazila in
Bangladesh for a 20-year plan, what factors, forces, opportunities and threats will you

consider? (18)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) 'Both Weber and Losch's theory of industrial location lags behind while determining

profit maximizing location for industries' - do you agree with this statement? Justify

your answer. (8)

(b) How can you derive a profit maximizing location for any industry. Discuss with

necessary illustrations. (15)

(c) While formulating policies for depressed regions do you think policies concerning

units of production can play important role? Discuss the example of regional policies

regarding any specific unit of production. (12)

2. (a) Once demand cone is formed in the theory of Losch, how you think the features of

conic can help understanding the market? Discuss with necessary illustrations and

geometric 'expressions. (15)

(b) Between growth pole policies and growth centre policies which one do you think is

more appropriate in the context of Bangladesh? Explain your reasoning. (11)

(c) Provide a criticism on "Industrial Policy 2005". (9)

3. (a) How can central place theory play important role in regional planning? Discuss the

stated theory with illustrations. (25)

(b) In case of Bangladesh, which concept related to the growth pole theory affects the

issue of urbanization of the capital city and its consequences on surrounding areas?

Discuss in brief. (10)

4. (a) Do you think threshold population and market range of any service facility is

connected with its hierarchy? Discuss with necessary examples. (15)

(b) How can you determine a least cost location for any industry considering transport

and labour cost? Discuss briefly. (20)
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SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5.

6.

(a) Regional planning usually involves both physical and economic planning and is

more innovative in nature. Explain the statement.

(b) How graph theory can be applied to delineate functional region?

(a) Distinguish between-

(i) Intra and inter regional planning.

(ii) Basic and non-basic activities.

(iii) Formal and functional region.

(b) Regional development is primarily an internal evolutionary process. Describe this

process.

(17)

(18)

(6x3=18)

(17)

7. (a) Distinguish between short run and long run regional growth theories. (8)

(b) What variables are used for measuring 'mass' and 'distance' in gravitational analysis? (6)

(c) What is 'economic base multiplier'? (6)

(d) Briefly discuss the limitations ofneo-classical migration theories. (15)

8. Write short notes on the following-

(i) Reily's law of retail gravitation. (10)

(ii) Leakages in inter-regional trade multiplier. (12)

(iii) Location quotient method. (13)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Dhaka City Corporation is looking for a suitable landfilling site for waste disposal. 3

sites are available: Site A, Site B and Site C. Urban planners have agreed on two major

criteria for site selection of a landfilling: envirol11Jlental (X) and economic (Y) and have

developed the following comparison matrices. (25)
(i) Recommend a suitable site for landfilling and rank them in order of priority.

(ii) Assess the consistency of decision

(iii) Demonstrate the whole process by a diagram.

X Y

A_X(1 2
1
J

Y 112

A

A ( 1
Ax = B 1/2

C 113

B C

~ ~1J
112

ABC

1I3J
114

1

(b) The cycle length of a signalized intersection is 80 seconds(s). The green time

duration is 24 s. The arrival rate tothe queue follows poisson's process with mean flow

600 vehlhr. The departure rate is constant at a rate 2200 vehlhr. Calculate average delay

per vehicle. Apply queuing theory.

2. (a) Suppose, the city authority ,is trying to promote green buildings among private real

estate developers. Consider a game with following pay-off between the two leading real

estate developers. The developers have 3 strategies: Green building (G), Normal

building (B) and building with Carbon tax (T). Determine the value of the game and the

optimal mixed strategy for each player.

Developer-02

G B T

G 1 4 3

Developer-Ol B 2 1 I

T 0 0 1

Contd P/2
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(b) A simple 'T' intersection has two approaches. The cycle length is 50 seconds(s).

Approach 1 has the saturation flow of 2200 veh/hr. The green time duration is 38

seconds and flow rate is 600 veh/hr. Approach 2 has saturation flow of 2000 veh/hr with

flow rate 550 veh/hr. Assume that a D/D/1 queuing system adequately describes the

considered intersection.

Calculate:

(i) average delay per vehicle for every approach

(ii) optimize the signal timing to minimize the total delay of the intersection.

(17)

3. (a) Determine the shortest path(s) from node '0' to node 'T' using Dijkstra's algorithm. (25)
j

(b) An irrigation reservoir is to be designed to meet the future irrigation demand for

crops. Planners have to consider 3 possible climate change scenarios: low, medium and

high impact which are totally uncertain. 3 sites of different capacities have been

primarily selected. The following table summarizes the cost matrix for the situation.

Recommend a site for the reservoir under the following criteria:

(i) Laplace Criteria

(ii) Savage Regret

Climate Change Impacts

(10)

Capacity of the reservoir Low Medium High

Site A: 300 units

Site B: 500 units

Site C: 1000 units

50 70 250

75 15 120

140 60 40

4. Three water treatment plants will supply water to three residential areas: Mirpur,

Mohammadpur and Dhanmondi. The following table summarizes the supply capacity of

the plants, demand of the residential areas and cost of water supply from the plants to

the residential areas. (15+20=35)
Contd P/3
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(i) Allocate water supply from the plants to each residential areas under

Northwest-comer Method and Vogel's Approximation Method. Determine the

total cost.

(ii) Optimize the cost as shown in the table under Modified Distribution (MODI)

Method.

Mirpur Mohammadpur DhanmondiSupply

Plant 1

Plant 2

Plant 3

Demand

8 2 5 12

8 3 4 14

12 6 7 4

9 10 11 30

SECTION -B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

5. (a) A compact township project has 1000 acres of available agricultural land for the

farmers. The planner of the project wants to allocate the agricultural land for 3 different

crops (A, B and C) which will maximize the profit for the farmers from crop

production. Annually 12,000 hours oflabor are available. The following table provides

information regarding the profit, production and labor requirements for 3 (three) crops.

Furthermore, it is required that at least 20% of the agricultural land that is cultivated

must be used for the purpose of crop C and at most 30% for crop A.

Formulate a linear programming model for this problem.

Crop A CropB Crop C

Profit (Per M. Ton) BDT 50,000 BDT 20,000 BDT 10,000

Yield Per acre 2M. Ton 1.75 M. Ton 1.8 M. Ton

Annual labor requirement 10 hrs/acre 15 hrs/acre 18 hrs/acre

(b) You are given the following data for a linear programming problem where the

objective is to maximize the profit from allocating three resources (1, 2 and 3) to two

non-negative activities.

Resource
Resource usage per unit of each activity Amount of resources

Activity 1 Activity 2 available

1 2 1 140
2 1 2 130
3 3 1 150

Contribution per unit $10 $8
Contribution per unit = profit per unit of the activities

(i) Formulate a linear programming model for this problem

(ii) Use graphical method to solve this model.

Contd P/4
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6. (a) 200 acres of residential land is available for building 3 types of housing: housing A,

housing B and housing C. The following table summarizes the lot size, construction

cost and revenue generated from each housing unit. Housing C should not exceed 25%

of all the housing units and housing A should consist at least 30% of all housing units.

The authority has available fund of $12 million. The goal is to determine the number of

housing units for each housing types in such a way that will maximize the revenue.

Formulate a linear programming model for this problem.

House A House B House C

Lot Size per house 0.10 0.15 0.20

Construction Cost $50000 $70000 $160000

Revenue $1000 $1900 $2200

(b) Work through the simplex method (in tabular form) step by step to solve the

following problem:

Maximize: Z = 4x1 +6x2

subject to: - XI +x2 ::; 11

7. (a) Consider the following problem:

(15)

(20)

(20)

Maximize

subject to:

(i) Construct the basis matrix B for the optimal Basic Feasible (BF) solution,

invert B manually and then use B-1 to solve the optimal solution.

(ii) Demonstrate the problem using revised simplex method.

(b) Using matrix manipulation, prove the following equation:

XB =B-1b

X B = vector of basic variable

B = basis matrix; b = column vector

Contd P/5
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8. (a) Consider the following problem

Maximize Z = 2xl + 3x2

subject to: Xl +2x2 :::;4

Xl +X2 = 3
Xl ~ 0, X2 ~ 0

Using the 'Big M' method, construct the complete first simplex tableau for the simplex

method and identify the corresponding initial (artificial) BF solution. (20)

(b) Consider the following problem:

Maximize Z = 6xl + 8x2

subject to 5xl + 2x2 :::; 20

Xl +2x2 :::; 10

Xl ~ 0, X2 ~ 0

Using duality theory formulate the dual form of the problem and solve the dual problem

in matrix form.
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